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murmured H Penseroso to herself, "those are lines by 

Mordant, the poet. I remember well copying them into 

my book ? it was the day that dear John stole Emma's 

ringlet in the studio behind the Indian-s creen, and I saw him 

press it to his lips. I did not know at that time what comfort 

some day I might find in these lines. I suppose life may be a 

school, and that 'God hath his own great plan.' 
" 

" Tell them I can see no one, that I am ill?no one ! 

Thank the gentlemen for their kindness?but see them I 

cannot!" spoke Leonard, the next moment, through his 

locked door to the servant-girl outside. 
" 

But it is not the gentlemen, sir, as comes generally ; but 

somebody, sir, as wants very particular.to speak with you? 

very particular indeed, they says ; and says, sir, I must give 
this here card. If you was well enough to read the card, 

they says you'd maybe see 'em. I'll shove the card under the 

crack of the door, sir, they is so very pressin'." And the 

card duly appeared beneath the door. 

"With a mechanical listlessness belonging to a soul's musing, 
Leonard unconsciously bent down and picked up the card, 
and mechanically he read the well-known name? 

" Mr. Andrew Gay wood." 

Ab a drowning man clings, it is said, to a straw, so in a 

great misery does the sinking soul snatch madly at the faintest 

ray of comfort held forth towards it. Andrew Gaywood 
was the sole loving heart of that hard Stamboyse ; the 

name foretold only love and sympathy. Leonard opened the 

door. There, close upon the threshold, stood?not the poor 

deformed, mild clerk of Michael Stamboyse's office?but a tall, 
mild woman ! 

" 
Who is it dare pry upon my misery ?" exclaimed Leonard, 

with a harsh, grating voice, and with the blood rushing into 

his haggard face. The servant-girl glided away down the 

stairs to lean over the banisters, duster in hand, and listen. 

But the tall, mild woman, whose gentle eyes filled with sud 

den tears, stood yet more erect, and calmly holding forth her 

hands, seized those of Leonard. 
" 

Leonard," spoke a voice 

deep and mild as the eyes ; 
" 

Mr. Leonard, I know your bitter 

misery, therefore am I come to you. I am Andrew Gay wood's 

sister ; no human heart must be left, in this great London, 

friendless, desolate ; human sympathy and aid are God's 

angels upon earth : long have we sought to obtain a clue to 
' 

you?my brother in Nottingham, I here. Your letter to Mrs. 

Mordant gave that clue so long required. Mr. Ellis Stam 

boyse was little aware of the importance of his information 

when he commanded the intelligence which he had received 

from you to Andrew." As Lucre?a Gaywood continued to 

speak with an earnestness of love and sorrow indiscribable 

permeating her every word?the anger died out of poor Leo 

nard's heart. He had again entered his room, and had sunk 

his head upon the table. Lucretia drew near him, laid, for a 

moment, her cool hand upon his fevered brow; and as she 

stood, calm and yet filled with a deep compassion for him? 

strength, refreshment as from the presence of an angel, seemed 

to go forth from her, and raise up his fainting spirit. Sun 

shine fell in through the window, which Leonard, in his 

fevered panting for any external alleviation of his misery, had 

flung wide open. It brightened and brightened, filling with 

almost Bummer's gleams and spring's mildness the desolate 

room? 
" We believed that you would wish at all events to see your 

poor mother," said the compassionate tender voice ; 
" 

and we 

knew that the life of an art-student was hard and bare of 

means, therefore if you will permit Andrew the favour of 

begging you to accept a few pounds of ready money from him 

?he has received so many and so great favours for these years 
from your home, and he has such earnest respect and affection 

for yourself, that you cannot pain him by a refusal. It is 

here," she pursued, laying a small purse upon the table ; 
" and if there is the slightest thing in which I could aid your 
immediate departure, believe me it would be a relief to my 
heart ; for your affliction has long been a vast anxiety to us. 

Were alone yours the sufferings of a stranger I should be 
earnest in my offers of sympathy ; but with you I am stiU more 

earnest, for you are no stranger to me; and as the son of 

Augustus Mordant, .you have ? claim upon all reverers of 
beautiful poetry. 

Leonard accepted this gracefully proffered aid with that 
warm acknowledgment of a generous sympathy, which is its 
truest reward. 

The following evening Leonard started by coach for Not 

tingham, Lucretia having in numerous ways, which alone can 

be divined by an affectionate woman's heart, rendered the 

preparations for his journey painless as possible to poor 
Leonard. She had also written, begging her brother to meet 
Leonard at the coach-office ; which he did. And, though but 
little more than a tight pressure of their hands passed between 

the two, and but brief words were spoken, Lucretia's thought 
had produced its good fruit. 

THE DIAMANTOID, OR ROUGH DIAMOND.. 

The diamantoid is a kind of stone recently discovered in 

Bengal, and now used by most lapidaries in polishing pre 
cious stones, instead of diamond dust. It has all the physical 
properties of the diamond, except the crystalline appearance, 

?the same specific gravity, and the same hardness, and will 

scratch any other body, although no other substance can 

scratch it. It exhibits the same chemical reactions, whether 

in a moist or dry state, that is to say, it is insoluble in 

acids. Having been burnt in pure oxygen, by the same 

means as are employed to produce combustion of the 

diamond, it only gives carbonic acid, with a very small 

residue of ashes, supposed to be produced by the presence 
of foreign matter. Its chemical composition then, as well as 

its physical constitution, is identical with that of the diamond. 

But as it is not crystalline, it wants the glitter and limpid 

appearance which gives precious stones so much of their 

value. -if* 
The diamantoid is found in large shapeless masses, the 

corners of which appear battered by constant friction, but 

not rounded off like pebbles. These lumps are rather rough 
on the outside, and are of a black or brownish colour, 

generally very dull; sometimes, however, they shine like 

graphite. They break in unequal parts, and when examined 

with a microscope, display a great number of minute cavities, 

separated by irregular plates slightly translucid, reflecting 
the solar rays in a great variety of colours. Their size is 

variable. 

We do not yet know the precise manner, or the exact 

locality in which the diamantoid is found ; some say in the 

same alluvial deposits as the diamond ; and as its age is not 

known, neither is its origin. This would doubtless furnish 

an interesting subject of study to the geologist. It is more 

than probable, however, that it has been formed under the 

same circumstances as the diamond. In this case, it would, 
as geologists say, have been created by the transformation by 

caloric, or by electro-chemical currents of organic carbona 

ceous matter, buried in the rocks where it is found. But 

the diamantoid must have been subjected to this agency 
in a less degree, as it wants crystallisation. Its molecular 

formation is intermediate between the perfectly crystallised 

carbon, and amorphous carbon, such as coke and charcoal, 

forming a connecting link on the one side between the 

black diamond and the graphite, and on the other approaching 
the anthracite, the most stony, if we may use the expression, 
of carbonaceous minerals, and the origin of which is well 

known. 

Whatever may be the value, however, of these scientific 

investigations, the discovery of the diamantoid is a for 

tunate one for the lapidary. Like the diamond it is the 

hardest of all bodies, and answers the same purposes in the 

arts and industry. 
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